Ambassadors of Turkish Hospitality since 1955
İSTANBUL

The only city in the world spanning two continents connecting East and West
Capital of three empires, Roman, Byzantium and Ottoman

8,500 years of history
Turkish cuisine is one of the richest cuisines of the world

Istanbul offers world class dining options
A city 24/7 alive
Turkish cuisine is one of the Richest Cuisines of the world

Istanbul offers world class dining options
A city 24/7 alive
Turkish cuisine is one of the Richest Cuisines of the world

Istanbul offers world class dining options
A city 24/7 alive
Located in the heart of the world

2 billion people live within a six-hour flight of Istanbul
Simple visa procedure

Hilton ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
Istanbul offers an extensive mass transportation network.

Metro, ferries, Marmaray, light-rail, buses

Smart ticket devices used almost in all vehicles.
THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL 5-STAR HOTEL OF TURKEY
63 years of Tradition

Hosted hundreds of celebrities
You will feel like a movie star as you walk by the walls of our lobby
Located in the Heart of the city

10 minutes walking distance to Taksim Square & famous shopping district Nişantaşı

Easy access to Dolmabahçe Palace & Old Town with Metro Connections
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Located in the Heart of the city

10 minutes walking distance to Taksim Square & famous shopping district Nişantaşı

Easy access to Dolmabahçe Palace & Old Town with Metro Connections
Istanbul Airport: 45 minutes
Sabiha Gökçə Airport: 60 minutes
Istanbul Airport: 45 minutes
Airport transfer & fast track
Prime Class VIP arrival service
Istanbul Airport: 45 minutes
ROOMS
All of our rooms have Balconies
Garden, city or unforgettable

Bosphorus Views

40 sqm rooms

Hilton

ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
Hosted hundreds of worldwide leaders and celebrities

12 spacious suites tailored for different needs

Hilton ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
Ideal for

Families or long term stays

2 Triplex Suites fit for family needs.
PARK FLOOR ROOMS
King family garden room with
Terrace

Direct garden access, private terrace and pull over sofa beds
EXECUTIVE LOUNGE
All day long

Snacks & Drinks

Private reception & concierge service
Complimentary Breakfast

Hilton
ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
RESTAURANTS & BARS
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RESTAURANTS & BARS
Bosphorus Terrace

Famous Hilton Breakfast
Bosphorus Terrace

Famous Hilton Breakfast
Lobby Lounge
Lalezar Meyhanesi

Traditional Turkish Tavern
Lalezar Meyhanesi

Traditional Turkish Tavern
Lalezar Terrace
Veranda Bar & Terrace

Mediterranean and Turkish cuisine alternatives from awarded chefs
Dubb Indian Bosphorus

The best Indian Restaurant in Istanbul
Dubb Indian Bosphorus

The best Indian Restaurant in Istanbul

Hilton

ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
Dragon

The best Chinese Restaurant in Istanbul
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Dragon

The best Chinese Restaurant in Istanbul
HEALTH CLUB FACILITIES
Outdoor Pool
Indoor Pool
Tennis Courts
Squash Courts
Fitness

Hilton Fitness by Precor equipment
Turkish Hammam
Massage & Treatment Rooms

Hilton
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Babor Beauty Products
MEETINGS & EVENTS FACILITIES
Convention & Exhibition Center

Upper Floor
Convention & Exhibition Center

Lower Floor
Convention & Exhibition Center

Foyer
Şadırvan Room with Terrace
Şadırvan Room with Terrace
Ballroom with Terrace
Şadirvan & Ballroom’s Foyer
Ballroom with Terrace

Terrace

Hilton
ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
Vista Room

Panoramic views of Bosphorus
Asya Room

With terrace and panoramic views of Bosphorus
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Fatih Room

Panoramic views of Bosphorus

Hilton ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
Business Center

Panoramic views of Bosphorus

Hilton ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
Mercury Room
Jupiter Room
Venus Board Room

Hilton ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
PRIVATE EVENTS
Wedding

Outdoor venues

Hilton
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Wedding

Indoor venues

Hilton

ISTANBUL BOSPHORUS
EXPERIENCED AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
Ambassadors of Turkish Hospitality since 1955